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Entrepreneurship, Enterprise and Inspiration 

Creating a collaborative real-world learning experience for business students at 
Barrington High School 

 
“I	believe	the	program	is	an	excellent	addition	to	Barrington’s	quest	for	a	world	
class	education	that	prepares	all	its	students	to	become	globally	competent,	
creative,	and	entrepreneurial	citizens.”			

-Yong	Zhao,	President	Chair	and	Associate	Dean	for	Global	Education,	University	of	Oregon	

“Burn	your	resume	and	create	a	job,”	is	the	clarion	call	of	entrepreneur	Scott	Gerber.		
Concerned	about	creating	world-class	leaders	for	a	global	economy,	he	and	others	lament	
the	absence	of	an	entrepreneurial	mindset	in	today’s	students.	Some	even	decry	the	
American	education	system	as	creating	“good	employees	but	not	good	entrepreneurs.”	
(Zhao,	2012,	p.	7)		

In response, Barrington 220 is collaborating with community leaders and the Barrington 
220 Educational Foundation to create a transformative year-long course for sophomores 
and juniors (effective 2013-14), which will immerse student teams in entrepreneurship 
through an authentic business incubator “start-up” experience.  

Some student teams, should they choose to compete and be selected, would be funded to pursue 
their “start-up” business with the community partners/Educational Foundation or venture 
capitalists.  The selected team(s) would spend their summer and the following school year  
(2014-15), in credit course (possibly independent study) to open and operate their “start-up” 
venture in an incubated business environment.   
 
Barrington 220 wants to offer this opportunity in response to troubling policy trends and, most 
importantly, because students need an entrepreneurial spirit for their evolving futures.  This 
collaborative endeavor between Barrington-area business leaders, the Barrington 220 
Educational Foundation and Barrington 220 educators is a unique and rare opportunity in 
secondary public education.  Furthermore, this cooperative effort will ultimately serve as a 
national model.   

Entrepreneurship Defined 

Educator, author and futurist Yong Zhao – borrowing from Duke engineering professor, Henry 
Petroski, who asserts, “to engineer is human” – defines entrepreneurship in this context: 
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“To enterprise is human and to create is human. Entrepreneurship is 
fundamentally about the desire to solve problems creatively. The foundation of 
entrepreneurship – creativity, curiosity, imagination, risk-taking, and 
collaboration – is just like the ideas of engineering, in our bones and part of our 
human experience.” (Zhao, p. 9) 

The World Economic Forum complements these concepts:  

“Entrepreneurship refers to an individual’s ability to turn ideas into action and 
is, therefore, a key competence for all; helping young people to be more creative 
and self-confident in whatever they undertake.” (World Economic Forum, 2009, p. 9) 

Entrepreneurship incorporates multiple iterations: 

• Business	Entrepreneur:		The	ability	to	create	a	business	and	maximize	profits	
• Social	Entrepreneur:		The	ability	to	recognize	a	social	problem	and	apply	entrepreneurship	

to	achieve	social	change	(Martin	&	Osberg,	2007)	
• Intraentreprenuers:		The	ability	to	bring	significant	innovation	from	within	an	organization	

(Swearington,	2008)	
• Policy	Entrepreneurs:		The	ability	to	bring	innovative	improvement	from	within	public	and	

governmental	institutions	(Harris	and	Kinney,	2004)	
	

All of these, ensconced in a sound ethical foundation, can help improve society.  Naturally, these 
categories are not mutually exclusive.  A social entrepreneur can also maximize profits (look no 
further than the social effect and financial profitability of Facebook).  Within this expanded 
version of entrepreneurship, offering an entrepreneurial curricular option to students becomes a 
moral imperative for shaping their skills necessary to navigate the future. 

And students’ futures are certainly changing.  Table 1, conceptualized by Richard Florida, tracks 
the evolution of the workplace and major influences from the 1900’s to the present as well as the 
type of workers needed to support these societal evolutions.  Those in the service industries, 
creative professionals and a super creative core of skills and mindsets will be most successful 
in this new Creative Economy. 

TABLE 1   
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Disturbing Trends that Stifle an Entrepreneurial Spirit 

An entrepreneurial curricular direction is particularly incumbent upon Barrington 220 for two 
reasons:   

(1) Our past and current philosophical stance on comprehensively educating students while 
complying, but not succumbing, to the ebb and flow of policies beyond local control; 

(2) The inquisitive nature of Barrington 220 students. 

Our Past and Current Philosophical Stance: The hallmark of a Barrington 220 education is 
creating learning experiences that assess student growth and accentuate student potential.  The 
current federal and state policy preoccupation with testing, however, could if allowed, serve to 
narrow curricular offerings in Barrington 220 and squelch the creativity we seek to foster 
through comprehensive programming and rich elective offerings.  After all, “most tests reward 
the ability to find answers instead of asking questions” (Zhao, 2012, p. 128).  While traditional 
assessment data in math, language arts and science are measures of student growth, 
entrepreneurial skills typically are NOT measured in schools or used to rank them.  Ironically, 
those are the very skills students need to compete in a Creative Economy. 

The international Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) conducts 
an annual Global Entrepreneurial Monitor (GEM) to track various aspects of entrepreneurial 
activities in 50 countries with similar economies.  The United States is considered an 
“innovation-driven” economy.  The table below compares the math performance on the 
internationally administered PISA test (Programmed for International Student Assessment) with 
aspects of perceived entrepreneurship capacity.   

TABLE 2   
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From this data, Zhao concludes:  

“The inverse relationship between test scores and entrepreneurship does not 
necessarily mean high test scores caused the loss of entrepreneurial capabilities 
or vice versa, but it does suggest that education systems that produce good test 
scores more often than not have lower entrepreneurial activities and capabilities. 
The United States has seen a significant decline in creativity among its youth over 
the past two decades, which coincides with its waves of educational changes to 
boost test scores.”    

Research indicates that, within the “innovation-driven” category, only 5.6 percent of individuals 
between the ages of 18 and 64 were actively engaged in business start-up, with 7.6 percent in the 
United States (Kelly, et al., 2010). Although seemingly incongruous, these data indicate while some 
nations produce high math scores they also have less confidence in their ability and overall 
entrepreneurial spirit. 

The Inquisitive Nature of Barrington 220 Students:  To stereotype is to reduce individuality; 
however, walking the halls of Barrington 220 provides evidence of an enviable student 
population.  Achievement on standardized assessments far exceed state and national norms; 
significant discipline issues are an anomaly; students are typically respectful in their interactions 
with adults and peers; and, in general, they are compliant with the demands of a rigorous 
education.  The wide range of extra-curricular activities indicates students are likely exposed to 
dance lessons, select sports, summer camps and a multitude of other experiences that enhance 
their talents as supported by capable and caring families.   

Many grant or privately funded entrepreneurial programs are designed for “at risk” youth in 
urban settings as a means to prevent high school dropouts.  A review of recent literature reveals 
little attention is given to entrepreneurial programs in schools with the demographics of 
Barrington 220.  Yet some Barrington 220 students may actually be “at risk” when attempting to 
navigate the new Creative Economy.  Almost paradoxically, some students emerge from highly 
scheduled childhoods of regimented play dates, lessons and team sports.  As a consequence, they 
enjoyed very little unstructured time for exploration or play, which serendipitously can lead to 
detours of discovery, questioning and learning.  These deviations, of course, foster risk-taking, 
curiosity and creativity inherent to an entrepreneurial spirit.  The days of “go outside and play” 
are now less prevalent (sometimes for obvious but still unfortunate reasons).  

The paradox continues.  Lack of intellectual risk taking and playing it safe academically, 
however, can potentially inhibit entrepreneurism.  Good pupils do not want to disappoint.  The 
process of raising children and students who engender pride for parents, schools and community, 
may also be stifling some attitudes inherent to entrepreneurism.  More confounding, schools that 
successfully create niches for academic, athletic and artistic success may unintentionally 
suppress that same environment for students who have entrepreneurial aspirations.  After all, 
Albert Einstein, Warren Buffett, Oprah Winfrey, Ray Kroc, “Mary Kay” Ash, Colonel Sanders 
and Mark Zuckerman did not complete college or, in some cases, high school.  Perhaps if a high 
school haven had been created for their bold ideas, they would have persisted in their studies. 
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Joining Forces: A Community’s Response 

The proposed entrepreneurial program is an effort by Barrington 220 to validate the need for 
comprehensive curricula that focus outside the narrow confines of current assessment trends. 
This initiative will merge core basic skills with real-life, real-time learning experiences. 
Curiosity, creativity and innovation need to be deliberately cultivated in schools at a time when 
public policies are unintentionally thwarting those attributes.  

Zhao, in a lob at current policy trends, states, “While to varying degrees all schools squelch 
creativity and entrepreneurship, some do so more effectively than others.”  This caution is 
Barrington 220’s wake-up call:  an effort to hold in check the national and state preoccupation 
with narrowly defined testing and its concomitant reductionist effects on curricula.  More 
importantly, the proposed entrepreneurial program is an innovative path to prepare students for 
their creative futures.     

This project is one of many strategies in Barrington 220 to inspire creativity.  We do not want 
our students to lament their instruction as Einstein did when he said, “It’s a miracle curiosity 
survives formal education.”  Successful school districts such as Barrington 220 embrace 
inspiration, creativity, courage, direct actions and fortitude (Kent, 1990; Rabbior, 1990).  This 
entrepreneurial program will be a living laboratory to demonstrate that thesis and support the 
ultimate objective: to prepare students for the Creative Economy they will enter.   
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